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Life at the moment is challenging for all of us in one way or another. We feel extremely 

grateful to escape to this little peaceful corner of the world and to spend the day 

experiencing life through the eyes of a child, as magical and extraordinary. There have 

been many special moments this half term but 

one in particular reminded me of how our 

children always seem to find the magic in 

challenging times. As we arrived in Hope Cove 

to lashing rain and gail force winds, we began 

the day with a little trepidation, wondering 

how the children would cope. We needn’t have 

worried. As we sat by the fire warming our 

toes and munching our snacks the children 

eagerly asked where we were headed for the 

day and after a little discussion about wind 

direction and tide times we decided that the 

woods would be our location for the morning. 

The children threw their bags onto their backs 

and headed out to find their names on the 

rope bus, which looked like a waterfall itself as 

the rain dripped from their name tags. We set 

off, embracing the wild weather. As the rain poured down, a stream of muddy water flowed 

down from the woods, providing the opportunity to discuss the steepness of the road and 

the speed of the flowing water. They listened to the rushing water in the drain and noticed 

that the water was higher than usual. Due to the beating rain the woodland gate was more 

 

 



 

 

slippery than usual but that didn’t stop them 

clambering over or sliding through the mud 

underneath. They felt the squidgy mud under 

their wellies and talked about how it was tricky to 

walk as it felt like their boots were being sucked 

into the mud. They jumped in puddles of muddy 

water and watched the splash of mud on their 

waterproofs, discovering that the harder they 

jump, the higher the mud will travel, even as high 

as their faces! They rolled balls of mud and put 

them onto the end of sticks as they pretended 

they were camping with a fire to toast their 

marshmallows. They practiced forming letters 

and drew pictures along the fence using mud, a 

little more interesting than just a pencil. They 

found bits of broken branches to stand on as ski’s to slide down the muddy hill, quite the 

balancing challenge! Throughout the day we heard screams of joy and laughter and shouts 

of “This is absolutely crazy good” and “It’s my greatest day ever!” 

 

We understand that as parents you may question the positives of leaving your child in the 

woods with howling winds and a temperature of two degrees. We understand that playing 

outdoors in Winter gives our children the 

opportunity to learn that they can manage 

life when it gets challenging. We tell them 

that they can achieve anything and 

continuously build their self-esteem. They 

discover that they have the ability to persist 

and make the most of what life throws at 

them. We know that grit and resilience are 

two essential capacities that our children 

need for long term wellness. Most 

importantly we look forward to the reward of hot chocolate at the end of the day whilst 

reflecting on how much we have learnt and how proud we are of their achievements.   
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Food  

We like to do our bit for the environment as 

much as possible so just a little reminder to 

keep plastic waste in lunch boxes to a 

minimum. The best lunches are in reusable or 

paper wraps/bags. This packaging is also a lot 

easier for children to be able to open 

independently.  

We ask that children do not bring crisps, sweets 

etc. to Venture. For Ofsted purposes we are 

required to encourage healthy eating, and for 

some children it is difficult to eat the bulk that 

will keep them going for the day,  ie a sandwich 

if they are tempted by other things. 

Please remember we do not impose rules on the 

order in which the children eat their food, so only 

supply your child with food that you are happy for 

them to eat. For example if they have a large 

piece of flapjack they are likely to eat that and 

then perhaps not their pasta or sandwich. 

Allergies  

Please remember that we have children with 

allergies and therefore it is very important that 

we keep Venture a nut and sesame free zone. 

Thank you.  

Photos 

Some of the children have really enjoyed sharing 

and talking about photos of their families. We would love to give all the children an 

opportunity to share photos and talk about their families with their friends. We also have a 
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globe which we would love to add photos of places the children have lived or been on 

holiday, this is a wonderful way for children to share their experiences of other cultures 

and to learn about the world. If you are unable to bring in copies of photos please email 

them to venturehopecove@gmail.com  

 

The Allotment  

You may already know that we have our very 

own plot at the allotment in Hope Cove. We 

are looking for any little people gloves and 

small gardening tools and also any bulbs, 

seeds or plants you no longer need. If you 

have anything you'd like to donate, please 

bring them along to Venture on any day. We 

are hoping to be able to share with you the 

produce that we grow.  

 

 

Next Steps  

You will notice your child’s ‘Next Steps’ 

appearing on Tapestry soon. Please do talk to 

us about these if you have any questions or 

concerns. We would like it if you could also 

comment on the Next Steps observation so 

that we can keep one another informed of 

progress. At Venture we focus on ensuring 

Next Steps are useful and manageable for 

staff and parents so that they have the best 

chance of making a positive difference to the 

children. Most children will have only one or 

two Next Steps which link with the EYFS and / 

or support your child to access opportunities at Venture more effectively. 
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Term dates    https://ventureok.co.uk/information/  

 

We would like to remind you of the following methods of contact for kindergarten 

staff: 

For everyday contact with a member of staff to ask a question, to discuss your child or 

report an absence: 

email: venturehopecove@gmail.com 

call / What's App: 07745 108750 

It is important that you contact this number for these purposes as this is the contact 

that will always be in Hope Cove during Venture days. 

To speak to a manager (Zoe or Jenny): 

email: ventureoutdoorkindergarten@outlook.com 

call: 07500 927722 

 

Talk to us 

We would like to remind you that during these tricky times, perhaps even more importantly 

now, we are  available to talk to. We have a wealth of experience of child care, our own 

children, and life in general. We know that it is sometimes hard and some people may feel 

especially isolated at the moment. Or maybe you just have questions about the 

kindergarten or your child’s development. We would like to be here for you all and we are 

more than happy to chat to you either by arrangement during the day or by telephone.  

 

Next week is half term. We will return on Monday 22nd February. 

Have a lovely week!  

 

Megan, Cathryn, Gabrielle, Vienna, Jess and Laura. 
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